In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most

Our steadfast and victorious people...

Peace, mercy and blessings of Allah be upon you, I salute you in the name of the glorious December Revolution, in the name of our holy martyrs, the sacrifices of the wounded and the missing and the heroic revolutionaries in the streets, cities and villages.

I stand before you today to address you on June the anniversary. This memory, which was transformed by the courageous and the question of revolutionaries and revolutionaries from our heroic people, from the memory of a day when an era of grievances, corruption, tyranny and tyranny began for thirty years, and our country inherited destruction, destruction and debt And a sailor of blood...

It turned into a decisive and glorious day in which the revolutionaries wrote in a supply of light: the word of the people has no dominion, that the power of the people is higher and that the streets do not betray and civil is the choice of the people. The crowds that pushed to fill the streets on June 30, 2019, were the decisive word that reinstated the flag (freedom, peace and justice) high and whip. To all, respect and respect for the brave people’s voice, towards agreeing on a political equation that opened the door to the process of civil democratic transition in our beloved country. This masses that have been organized in the Resistance Committees, forces of freedom, change, and the rally of professionals and all living national forces have made real change in Sudan.

The word and decision of the masses are irreplaceable. In the past days, I have met a wide spectrum of political forces, resistance committees, and community forces, and received and read with open mind and more open mindedness, notes from Resistance Committees and Martyr s’ families about modifying course. I emphasize that all the demands contained in these notes are legitimate and necessary entitlements in order to put the revolutionary locomotive on track. The transitional government will optimize it over the next two weeks, envisaging the highest levels of consensus and popular satisfaction.

Our brave people...

The balance underlying the transition that the revolutionary government is trying to manage is a delicate and embarrassing balance. Every once in a while, he passes through many hardships and shakes that threaten his stability, and many forces lurking inside and outside the country trying to take our journey backwards. But what I promise is that we may stumble but we will never go back. I am re-emphasizing the government’s initial commitment to justice and retribution ensuring that crimes committed during the past years against our people will not be repeated, and fighting the policies of organized poverty that our people have suffered during the past three decades for economic policies A balanced guarantee of development, equitable distribution of resources, basic services for
all, achieving comprehensive, just and lasting peace in Sudan, seeking to silence the sound of bullets and controversy of Venice in the Sudanese political arena forever, and ensuring the rule of law and justice in the world. The country is radically no bargaining and no tolerance.

I appeal to you as you exercise tomorrow your authentic right taken by our people in the glorious December Revolution, to express opinion and demands, to take the utmost care and follow health guidelines and guidelines that contribute to preventing the increase of the spread of the Corona epidemic. Protecting Lash We and ourselves are from the dangers of an epidemic explosion. I trust, in the revolutionaries’ vigilance and holding them to the weapon of peace that the revolution won in the face of dark forces.

The great Sudanese people

A number of decisive decisions in the course of the transitional period, some of which may have a significant impact - politically, economically and socially - and some of them will try to exploit them to fuel and create instability. I call on you all, to be vigilant and cautious...

We will cross, we will prevail with our unity and hold on to the goals of our glorious revolution.

Glory and eternity to our holy martyrs

May Allah protect Sudan and the people of Sudan

Peace, mercy and blessings of Allah be upon you